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Measuring the small asymmetry
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eters (HRS) previously used in Hall A will remain in place. They will be positioned to avoid interference
with the MOLLER apparatus and services, and components of the HRS near the hall center will be removed
to allow assembly of the MOLLER spectrometer and shielding in the hall.

New radiation shielding is required around the target, beamline, and electronics racks, with the goal of
protecting personnel and equipment throughout the lifetime of the MOLLER experiment. The layout of the
MOLLER apparatus in Hall A, with shielding, is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The shielding and infrastructure
considerations for the experiment are described in detail in Sections 12 and 13.
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Figure 3: Overview of the MOLLER experimental apparatus in Hall A with cutaway views and shielding
partly removed.

2.4 Achieving High Precision

MOLLER will measure an asymmetry in the beam-corrected integrated detector yield hAi, as described in
Eq. 5 of Sect. 2.2. This average asymmetry requires additional corrections before it can be interpreted as the
parity-violating analyzing power of elastic Møller scattering, APV. First, a correction is required for back-
grounds due to other scattering processes. The asymmetry must also be corrected to reflect the incomplete
longitudinal polarization of the electron beam PB. Assuming, for simplicity, that these corrections are not
time dependent, APV would be calculated from the averaged measured asymmetry hAi as:

APV =
Rv
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Here fbkgd
i

is the relative size of the signal from a specific background source i and Abkgd
i

is the associated
asymmetry. The “false” asymmetry term AF represents potential experimental asymmetries in the measure-
ment which are not covered by other corrections, while Alin accounts for imperfections (“non-linearity”)
in the proportionality of the detector signal to the scattered flux. An averaging over the finite experimental
acceptance requires a precise determination of the accepted kinematics and an understanding of radiative
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MOLLER apparatus
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Figure 4: Overview of the MOLLER experimental apparatus in Hall A with shielding enclosures complete.

effects, in order to produce an estimate of APV at a specific kinematic “point”. Any correction due to this
averaging is accounted by a multiplicative factor Rv ⇠ 1.

2.4.1 Precision of the Asymmetry Measurement

The ultimate limit for statistical precision of a scattering asymmetry measurement is the counting statistics,
while any practical experiment must minimize other sources of random noise in order to approach this
limit. It is most convenient to consider the statistical power of the measurement using the “pair width”, that
is, the precision for a single measurement made with a pair of integration periods at the helicity-reversal
frequency. Ultimately, this pair width, divided by the square root of the number of pairs, provides the
statistical uncertainty estimate for the measured asymmetry. Equation 6 can then be used to translate this to
the uncertainty on APV.

Table 2 summarizes the largest expected contributors of statistical noise. The time basis for this estimate
is the 1920 Hz helicity reversal rate1 Assuming a 20 µs transition time, this suggests an integration period of
500µs for each helicity state and 1 msec for each complementary pair. Counting statistics for this integration
period, at the estimated rates and including the expected 10% background fraction, leads to a precision of
82.4 ppm for each pair.

There are a number of sources of random noise which will increase the pair width and correspondingly
reduce the statistical power of the measurement, as shown in Tab. 2. The most significant source of noise
in the estimated noise budget is due to density fluctuations in the LH2 target. There is no practical way to
measure the rapid variations in target density, which can arise through deformation of a vaporized layer near
the target windows, or through density variations or nucleation of voids within the flowing cryogen. There
has been significant operational experience with a high power cryotarget during the Qweak measurement,

1This specific frequency is divisible by the 60 Hz line frequency. In general, when this document reference “2 kHz” it is referring
to helicity changes at 1920 Hz and pairs at 960 Hz.

CAD model of the MOLLER apparatus

• Polarized beam monitoring

• Target System:
Ø A high power, very stable cryogenic LH2 target

• Spectrometer: 
Ø A 7-fold symmetric toroidal magnet

• Main Detector array: 
Ø Radiation hard thin quartz Cherenkov radiators

• Auxiliary detectors: 
Ø Shower max => Cross-check of the Møller flux
Ø Pion detector => Pion background asymmetries

• Tracking Detectors 
Ø GEM detectors for background study and calibration

• Data Acquisition system (DAQ)
Picture courtesy: MOLLER TDR
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(a) “Cleanup” collimator 4 (b) End view of coils

Figure 52: The acceptance defining collimator as well as the cleanup collimator 4 (a) have a central bore
for the unscattered beam, with 7 symmetrically placed approximately trapezoidal openings which define the
angular acceptance for the signal Møller electrons or to block backgrounds, respectively. They are oriented
so that the closed sector is to beam left to block the synchrotron radiation created into the bend coming
into the hall. The coils (b) seen looking downstream, are oriented so that they are in the shadow behind the
blocked sectors of the collimators.

Figure 53: This figure shows how full azimuthal acceptance can be achieved for the Møller events. On the
left is a scattering diagram showing the scattered electrons from two scattering events. The electrons with
the dashed lines are from one event, and the straight lines correspond to the other. One electron from each
event goes into the closed sector (indicated by the black trapezoids on the right), and one from each event
goes into the open sector (the grey and orange regions). The grey color indicates the forward scattered
electrons and the orange indicates the backward scattered electrons.

radiative processes in the target pre- or post-scattering that cause them to lose some energy. This results
in a “radiative tail” that is swept out into the Møller peak. This causes a dilution of the Møller asymmetry
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Spectrometer

• Full azimuthal acceptance for Møller scattering 
events

• Clean separation of Møller electrons from the 
primary background of elastic and inelastic 
electron- proton scattering

• Collimation such that detectors do not have line-
of-sight to the target

• Minimization of soft photon backgrounds by 
designing a “two-bounce” system via judiciously 
placed collimators

Unique concept allows for full azimuthal acceptance (effectively) 
because of the identical particle scattering

Picture courtesy: MOLLER TDR
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Overview of the detector sub-systems functional requirements 
Ø Intercept the primary electron flux with a radiation 

hard pure Cherenkov radiator (fused silica or “quartz”) 
with high radial and azimuthal segmentation 

Ø Ensure the required sensitivity to the electron flux 
asymmetry in the quartz tiles, approaching the shot-
noise-limit with little additional background or 
crosstalk; have a redundant way to measure this 
asymmetry 

Ø Calibrate the primary electron flux, the irreducible 
electron background and their relationship to the 
spectrometer optics and acceptance collimators 

Ø Measure the anticipated few per mille pion/muon 
background flux rate and asymmetry in the Møller 
ring 

Ø Monitor the small/large angle and diffuse scattered 
flux as an additional monitor of beam helicity 
correlations in the primary beam parameters and the 
beam halo Work by: M. Pitt’s talk at MOLLER CD-2/3 Independent Project Review 
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Main integrating detector

• Radial segmentation to isolate Møller signal in one radial segment and 
adequately map backgrounds

• Azimuthal segmentation–correlation between azimuthal angle and 
scattered electron energy

• Segmentation facilitates deconvolution procedure to extract signal and 
background asymmetries from the data

Requirements :

• 224 thin detector modules
• 6 radial rings
• 28 azimuthal channels per radial ring (84 azimuthal channels in Møller Ring 5)

Design :
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Main thin quartz detector modules

Ø Signal yield and noise:>25 photoelectrons and 
<4% excess noise from all sources

Ø Operate in both integration and counting mode
Ø Detector material chosen to minimize 

backgrounds
Ø Radiation hardness of all materials to maintain 

structural functional integrity for duration of 
experiment

Requirements : G4
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R&D of main thin quartz detector prototypes

• Testing of the Cherenkov detector prototypes at 
MAMI accelerator facility in Germany with 
electron beam of energy ~ 855 MeV

Ø Performance study of the individual modules

Ø Performance study with an entire front flush 
segment

• Characterization of the Cherenkov detector with 
cosmic muons

• Testing of different quartz tiles (Tosoh, Heraeus, 
Corning)

• Optimization of the light guide material

• Optimization of the light tightening of the 
detector modules

• Beam test at MAINZ (November 2022 & 
September 2023)

Beam test November 2022

Beam test September 2023
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Results from beam (Nov 2022) test

Ø Identify pedestal and event peaks
Ø Event peak fitted with a Landau-Gauss convolution
Ø The “most probable value” (MP) and the fit sigma 

(GSigma) were extracted to record the mean photo-
electron yield

                              𝑛𝑝𝑒 = (MP − Ped)2/𝜎2

Ø Photoelectron yields:
 Ring 1 𝑛𝑝𝑒 ≈ 9
 Ring 2 𝑛𝑝𝑒 ≈ 15
 Ring 5 𝑛𝑝𝑒 ≈ 21
 Ring 6 𝑛𝑝𝑒 ≈ 9

Work by:  B. Blaikie’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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Results from beam (Nov 2022) & cosmic test
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COSMIC

Langau fit:
PE yield: 7.96
Sigma: 3.28 PE
Resolution: 41.2 %

Photoelectrons
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  Langau fit:
  PE yield : 9.16
  Sigma : 3.02 PE
  Resolution: 33.0 %

Beam
Nov 2022

Quartz
tile

PE yield
(Beam)

PE yield
(Cosmic)

Sigma (PE)
(Beam)

Sigma (PE)
(Cosmic)

R6; Tosoh; Miro-silver 9.16 7.96 3.02 3.28

Cosmic test setup at UMass
ü Good agreement (~ 15 %) among beam & cosmic data

ü The lower PE yield and broader spectra with cosmic is due to the solid 
angle subtended by the triggering scintillators

ü Benchmarking the beam test data with cosmic muons

Work by:  S. Chatterjee’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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R&D of the light guide material for R6

Langau fit:
  PE yield: 7.96
  Sigma: 3.28 PE
  Resolution: 41.2 %

R6
(Tosoh + Miro-silver)

Langau fit:
  PE yield: 15.96
  Sigma: 3.56 PE
  Resolution: 22.3 %

R6
(Tosoh + Mylar)

COSMIC COSMIC

• Mylar gives better results

• However, it is difficult to 
use Mylar as a light guide 
material

• Not radiation hard

Work by:  S. Chatterjee’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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R&D of the light guide material for R6 
R6
(Corning+ Mylar)
Gaussian fit:
  PE yield: 23.8
  Sigma: 5.8 PE
  Resolution: 24.4 %

COSMIC

R6
(Corning+ UVC)

Gaussian fit:
  PE yield: 19.5
  Sigma: 5.6 PE
  Resolution: 28.5 %

COSMIC

Anolux UVC gives the required performance in terms of the PE yield with Corning tiles
Work by:  S. Chatterjee’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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Beam test with full segment: September 2023
• Entire front flush segment is scanned with 

electron beam (~ 855 MeV)
• Performance with different quartz tiles and 

reflective light guide materials are 
investigated

• Quartz tiles: Corning & Heraeus 
• Light guide: UVC & UVS

• Detectors are tested in event mode as well as 
in the integrated mode

Beam test September 2023

Placing the segment in the beam line HV and signal cable connections CAD model showing the MAINZ configuration

e- beam

e- beam
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Ring 1
Light guide: UVC
Quartz tile: Heraeus
Npe ~ 29

Langau

Detector Quartz Light guide PE yield (Npe) Resolution (%) RMS/Mean

Ring 1 Heraeus UVC ~ 29 ~ 19 ~ 29 %

Ring 2 Heraeus UVC ~ 26 ~ 20 ~ 26 %

Ring 3 Heraeus UVC ~ 25 ~ 20 ~ 26 %

Ring 4 Heraeus UVC ~ 21 ~ 22 ~ 31 %

Ring 5 (BF) Heraeus UVS ~ 32 ~ 18 ~ 24 %

Ring 5 (FF) Heraeus UVS ~ 31 ~ 18 ~ 26 %

Ring 6 Heraeus UVC ~ 19 ~ 23 ~ 26 %

Beam is hitting at the center of the quartz

RMS/Mean is ∼ 30 %
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Ring 5 BF
Light guide: UVS
Quartz tile: Heraeus
Npe ~ 32
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Ring 6
Light guide: UVC
Quartz tile: Heraeus
Npe ~ 19

Ring 3; Light guide: UVC
Quartz tile: Heraeus
Npe ~ 25

LangauPr
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y N

𝑝𝑒 = (MP − Ped)2/𝜎2

Beam test with full segment: September 2023
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Cosmic test with full segment

CAD model Setup at UMass

Work is ongoing to benchmark the performance of the full segment with cosmic muons

GEM
(10 cm X 20 cm)

GEM
(10 cm X 20 cm)
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Preliminary data with cosmic muon stand
• Benchmarking the performance of the rings at the 

beam with the cosmic muons 

• Cosmic muon tracking using triple Gas Electron 
Multiplier (GEM) detector for studying the effect of 
inclined tracks on the performance of the Cherenkov 
detectors

• Data taking and preliminary data analysis is ongoing

Preliminary Preliminary

PreliminaryPreliminary

Ring 1 Ring 3

Ring 5Ring 4

XZ 
plane

YZ 
plane

Preliminary Preliminary

PreliminaryPreliminary
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Status of main integrating detector
The detector tiling is nearly (~98%) finalized:

Ø The tiles are positioned and sized in accordance with the deconvolution/error and physical requirement
Module structure:

Ø Materials testing is progressing (radiation hardness and humidity)
Ø Ring 1 through 6 modules were constructed & tested at MAMI
Ø PMT housing redesign nearly finished (95%)
Ø Module cooling and air flushing simulations nearly completed
Ø Mounting structure is nearly final & Cabling planning in progress

Front-end electronics 
Ø Voltage divider design is complete – switching between event mode and integration mode included
Ø Event mode amplifier is undergoing small redesign to address high frequency noise
Ø Integration mode amplifier is undergoing DC/DC converter redesign to address radiation hardness concerns and 

improve power supply needs
ADC board progress

Ø The ADC board is fully functional with Firmware running to take streaming data (firmware for helicity averages 
exists but is not currently read out)

The QA planning for the detector sub-systems, mounting structures, PMTs and electronics is currently ongoing 

Work by:  M. Gericke’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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Shower-max

Ø Shower-max is an electromagnetic sampling calorimeter (Radiation length ~ 
9.5 X0, Molière radius ~ 1.1 cm)

Ø 28 shower-max modules is intercepting physics signal flux at ~1.7 m 
downstream of ring 5

Ø Designed and positioned to provide additional measurement of Ring5 
integrated flux (MOLLER APV) 

Ø Weights flux by energy ⟹ less sensitive to soft and hadronic backgrounds 

Ø Designed to have ≲ 25% resolution over full energy range and constructed 
with radiation hard components

Shower-max

Design of the shower-max module Work by:  D. McNulty’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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R&D of Shower-max prototypes

Work by:  D. McNulty’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023

Ø Shower-max prototype is 
tested at MAMI with electron 
beam (~ 855 MeV)

Ø Azimuthal and radial position 
scan with bare and aluminized-
mylar wrapped quartz 
configurations

Ø Healthy pulse height 
distribution is observed

Beam test November 2022

Ø Pre-production prototype has been tested in Sep 2023 at MAMI. 
Preliminary analysis shows expected performance

Ø Preparing for placing the large orders for the final productions
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Pion detector
Ø Modular system of acrylic Cherenkov detectors 

covering full azimuth

Ø Samples Ring 5 & Shower-max acceptance

Ø Downstream of Main Detectors, Shower-max 
Detectors

Ø 20 cm thick Pb “donut” to range out Moller 
electrons

Ø Asymmetry measurement in integrating-mode

Ø Pion flux determination in counting mode data-
taking

Ø 45 X0 in direction of scattered Moller electrons 
(9.5 X0 from Shower-max, 35.5 X0 from Pb donut)

Ø π/e ratio of photoelectrons in pion detector: 
design goal: > 50%

Ø 𝜎/peak < 25 % , so detector response doesn’t 
broaden asymmetry width

Work by:  D. Armstrong’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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Pion detector prototype testing at MAMI

Ø 28 identical pion detectors with same modularity and azimuthal 
locations as the shower-max will be used 

Ø Good agreement between beam and simulated data

Ø Work is ongoing for improving the pion flux determination

Ø Machine learning based approach is being investigated to improve 
the pion identification

Ø Work is ongoing for finalizing the mechanical design  

Work by:  D. Armstrong’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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Gas Electron Multipliers
GEMs will be Used only during the calibration runs for 
Spectrometer calibration, Kinematics and background 
measurements

Ø Trapezoidal shaped
Ø Active area of each module ~2000 cm2

Ø Can hold rates more than 400 kHz/cm2 (expected 
experiment flux less than 200 kHz/cm2)

Ø 26.5-degree Readout stereo angle
Ø ~1280 channels per module
Ø High position resolution (required resolution ~ 0.5 

mm)
Ø 4 GEM tracking layers, 7 trapezoidal shaped GEMs 

at each layer
Ø Only ~50% azimuthal coverage
Ø 3 rotations to cover the full azimuthal
Ø Pulled out during production runs (as shown in the 

bottom right picture)

Work by:  B. Dharmasena’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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GEM construction and testing
G-10 frame

Raw GEM foil

Stretching & gluing

HV testing

UVa clean room

Assembled module

UVa test setup

Frame painting 
with Epoxy

Frame on stretched 
GEM foil

Epoxy drying

X-ray test setup

After framingBefore framing

N2 @ 550 V N2 @ 550 V

SBU test setup
Work by:  C. Annasiwatta’s & K. Dehmelt’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023

GEM test at 
CERN SPS
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GEM experience & status Ø UVa GEM tracker layers at SBS have been working very 
well:

• Stable operation and robust under harsh conditions

• No radiation damage observed

• No detector aging effects observed

• Noise levels sufficiently low

• Good gain: signals well above noise

• Very good resolution: ~ 70 um for tracks perpendicular 
to detector

• Data volumes manageable

Ø The current drain to detector is too high for the resistive 
voltage dividers to handle; caused efficiency drop

Ø The Good solution with new power supply scheme: tested 
and demonstrated to work

UV module
(40 X 150 sq. cm) Hit map of the UV layers

Experience with SBS gives us great confidence to use 
similar type of Gems at MOLLER. 

Work is ongoing to finalize the production design 
and placing the order

Work by: Nilanga Liyanage 
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Scattered Beam Monitor Detectors
• Monitor potential false asymmetries in reducible background 

Ø Primary scattered beam interacting in downstream collimators, beampipes, and shielding

• Locate in regions of high flux/small physics asymmetry and where flux from primary target is small

scanner
beam

Work by: M. Pitt’s talk at MOLLER CD-2/3 Independent Project Review 
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Ø Motivation: Monitor the spatial flux 
profile in Ring 5 (Møller ring) up to 
production beam currents 

Ø Technology: HVMAPS - high voltage 
monolithic active pixel sensors 

Ø The 84 ring-5 main detectors will 
each be equipped with an array of 
28 (2x2 cm2) HVMAPS pixel chips 

Ø Can be mounted independently of 
the quartz tray R5 module

Ø HVMAPS is designed for small 
material budget and to facilitate 
cooling with chilled air

Ø Will measure the main Møller flux 
spatial profile at any beam current 
(counting mode or production 
integration mode beam currents) 

HVMAPS

Work by: M. Gericke’s talk at MOLLER CD-2/3 Independent Project Review 
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Data acquisition system

Integrating DAQ overview Counting DAQ overview

Integrating ADC module prototype

Ø Integrating ADC prototype has been tested with beam at Mainz

Ø MPD based readout systems (like SBS) will be used for GEMs

Ø Work is ongoing on the FPGA firmware to optimize the DAQ system

Ø Mock data structure is under development to optimize the data 
analysis algorithm 

Work by:  P. King’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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Detector mechanics

Installing the ring support structure under the beam pipe

Installing the segments in the support structure

GEM rotator design
Patch panel connections for main 

integrating detector array

Ø Detailed design and analysis of the Main detector and 
Shower-max overall assembly is completed

Ø Installation process for the individual detector sub-
systems is thought through

Ø Cable management scheme and personnel access 
scheme are being developed currently

Work by:  L. Bartoszek’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023

FF & BF segments

Collaboration with Bartoszek Engineering
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Summary
• Design and critical detector prototyping for integrating and counting mode 

detectors is complete
• On track to proceed to procurement and fabrication stage

Thank you for your attention…
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BACKUP



High Precision

6Kent Paschke - UVa Simulation Workship - Experiment Overview

Measurement Of a Lepton Lepton Electroweak Reaction (MOLLER)

Ø An Ultra-Precise Measurement of the Weak 
Mixing Angle using Møller scattering

Ø Parity violating asymmetry:

Ø  APV ~ 35 × 10-9 or 35 ppb (parts per billion)
 

Ø δA PV ~ ± 0.7 ppb (2.4% precision)

Ø APV ∝ 𝑸𝑾𝒆  = 1 – 4sin2𝜽w (at tree level)

Ø 2.4 % precession on 𝑄$%  ⇒ 0.1 % on sin2𝜽w 

Ø Measuring APV with the MOLLER apparatus

Ø 11 GeV, 90% polarized, 70 𝝻A electron beam
Ø 1.25 m long liquid hydrogen target (~ 4 kW)
Ø Precision collimation (minimizes backgrounds)
Ø Full azimuthal coverage
Ø Foreseen particle rate is ~ 135 GHz 
Ø Radiation hard, segmented detector array

31
Picture courtesy: MOLLER TDR
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Polarized beam monitoring

Reference design of the MOLLER beam line Electron beam polarimetry

Electron Beam Polarimetry

Ø Two independent measurements
Ø Compton: continuous monitor
Ø Møller: invasive at low beam current

Beamline and Beam Monitoring

Ø Redundant position, angle & intensity monitoring

Ø Intensity, position monitor & resolution requirements
Parity quality beam performance goals for MOLLER 

Picture & table courtesy: MOLLER TDR
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Figure 29: The target loop.

Figure 30: The target cell. Figure 31: Section through the target cell.

pump impeller was balanced by the manufacturer up to 10,000 rpm or 166 Hz. The motor driving the pump
will be located outside the target chamber, thermally decoupling it from the cold mass of the target loop.
The Qweak LH2 pump motor was thermally in contact with the target loop and needed about 700 W of
cooling power to operate. The MOLLER LH2 pump motor will operate in air and connect with the pump
impeller via about 1 m long shaft with proper bearings. The motor shaft will operate at 20 K at the impeller
connection and at 300 K at the motor rotor connection.

4.7.3 Heat exchanger

We plan to reuse the Qweak target heat exchanger (HX). The cooling capacity of the HX is at least 5 kW,
more than enough for the MOLLER target. The shell of the HX has an ASME stamp. A picture of the finned
tubing coils of the HX is shown in Fig. 33 while at the manufacturer. The cold helium gas will be supplied
by ESR II at 16 atm, 11.7 K with a maximum flow of 84 g/s. The return of the gas will be at 19 K and
2.5 atm. The pressure loss from the ESR II cold box to the target is estimated to be about 1 atm one way,
leaving about 14 atm of pressure loss over the target JT valve and HX plumbing.

4.7.4 High power heater and loop piping

A heater element immersed into the LH2 is required to operate the target loop in constant heat mode. The
heater is part of the target loop and its design is shown in Fig. 34. This high power heater (HPH) has two
primary functions: to stabilize the LH2 temperature with beam on target and to replace the heat equivalent
to beam heat load with beam off. The temperature stabilization is done with a PID feedback loop which

33

Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) target

Target parameters
Cell length 125 cm

Cell thickness 8.9 g/cm2

Cell acceptance (𝝷,𝝫) 12 mrad, 2𝝥
Pressure & temperature 35 psia & 20K

LH2 pump rate < 25 l/s

Target power 4.5 kW

LH2 density fluctuation < 30 ppm (70 𝝻A; 1920 Hz)

• Largest electron thickness for least radiation length

• No complex nucleus to scatter from

• Easy to assure that the target is unpolarized
 

The target cell

Extensive Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations 
are being performed to finalize the target cell design

Picture courtesy: MOLLER TDR

The target chamber
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Target chamber continued…
• The Qweak target satisfies all its design requirements 

and thus validates the use of CFD calculations 

• Realistic CFD simulation with the latest design of the 
target cell gives the target noise at 1920 Hz to be ~ 16 
ppm for pair asymmetries 

• Solid targets will be available for ancillary, background 
and optics study
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Figure 46: Cell 21 LH2 density asymmetry comparison between pair and quartet asymmetries at two fre-
quencies: 1920 Hz and 960 Hz.

= 960 Hz covers about half the raster area capturing the LH2 density variations between two halves of the
raster area on the target cell in a pair asymmetry. Based on the amount of current CFD time-dependent data,
the target noise at 1920 Hz for pair asymmetries is estimated to be around 16 ppm, well below the required
noise figure of 30 ppm in these conditions.

4.9 Target motion

The motion system is composed of three subsystems which work in concert to allow absolute positioning of
the target to better than 1 mm and relative repositioning of the target to better than 20 µm. These subsystems
are:

• Vertical motion system, also known as the target lifter, which operates remotely
• Chamber positioning system
• Cell alignment system

4.9.1 Vertical Motion System

A single axis motion system has been developed to accurately and remotely position the target to better
than 0.1 mm absolute and 0.02 mm repeatable in the vertical (“y”) direction. The length of travel shall be
18 in (45 cm) with a lifting capacity of 3500 lbf (15.6 kN) with a factor of safety of more than two. Motion
is allowed and vacuum is maintained via an edge-welded bellows with an inner diameter of roughly 12 in
(30 cm). The vacuum and spring load of the bellows is the dominant load to the lifter system. Motion is
guided by three high precision double rail sled assemblies. Each of these sleds is driven by ball screws with
gear reduction, chain drive, and AC servo motor. Electromagnetic shaft brakes are installed and must be
energized to be released and allow motion. These brakes are capable of holding the full load of the target
under vacuum, mitigating possible effects from a motor failure. Motion is controlled via a Koll Morgan
BDS-5 AC servo motor PLC. These PLCs have been in operation at JLAB for decades and have proven to
be reliable even in high radiation fields. The vertical motion system is shown in Fig. 47.

4.9.2 Cell Alignment System

The final position of the cell is determined during the alignment process. This process is completed using a
portable CMM which is tied into the Hall coordinate system via a two step alignment procedure. During the

LH2 density asymmetry comparison between 
pair and quartet asymmetries at 1920 Hz
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Figure 35: HPH coil 5 temperature profile for 4 kW
of heater power. The maximum temperature is
registered in locations where the heater wire goes
through the G10 holding frame.

Figure 36: LH2 pressure loss across the HPH. The
vertical axis units are psi, the horizontal axis is the
displacement along the heater flow direction.

4.7.5 Solid targets

Solid targets will be available for ancillary, background and optics studies. Two solid frames, which are
thermally connected with the LH2 target cell, will each hold 3 solid targets in a vertical ladder. The frames
will be located along the beam line at the location of the beam entrance and beam exit Al windows of the
LH2 cell. One of the 3 solid targets in each ladder will be a foil with a hole which will be used for beam
centering studies of each end of the LH2 target cell on the beam line. The bottoms of the two ladders will
be connected by a tray containing thin foil targets for optical studies of the MOLLER apparatus, as seen in
Fig. 37.

Figure 37: Sketch of the solid targets ladder with the optics foils tray.

4.8 Cell design with CFD

In this section we describe the use of CFD in the design of the flow space of the target cell. Before CFD
became feasible to use in the design of high power LH2 target cells, target design was done based on experi-
ence by establishing a set of global parameters that was believed to satisfy the requirements for performance.
Most of the time the target performance could only be established during operations of the target, at which
point any design changes would be futile. The advent of CFD offered for the first time an insight into local
processes inside a target cell and the possibility to predict the performance of a specific geometry of the
cell. Designing a cell with CFD became a process of refining the geometry of a cell until it satisfies a set of
performance parameters. The first high power target designed with CFD at Jefferson Lab was the 2.5 kW
Qweak target. CFD simulations predicted a LH2 density loss of 0.8% at the nominal running point for Qweak.

Sketch of solid targets ladder with the optics foils tray

Vacuum System: Design and engineering complete
Hydrogen Gas Service: Mostly ready
Helium Gas Service: Work in progress for the distribution 
system and cryostat
Target Loop: Design complete, some engineering of the
LH2 pump and solid targets ladder are ongoing
Target Motion, controls and instrumentation: Mostly 
completed

Brief status of target chamber

Plot & Picture courtesy: MOLLER TDR
                                             S. C. Dusa’s talk at MOLLER collaboration meeting 2023
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Coils in one septant

Acceptance defining 
collimator

US region (MIT)
DS region (JLAB)

US region

Blocker
collimator

Sieve
collimator

Collimator 1-2

Collimator 4

Elements
Ø  Set of resistive toroidal magnets (US and DS)
Ø  2 collimators to define the acceptance of the signal and that of the 

un-scattered beam

Spectrometer

Picture courtesy: MOLLER TDR
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Figure of merit
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Since we only need either the forward or the backward scatter,
accept forward+backward for half the azimuth

Identical particles


